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Why this project?

Impetus for change:

CCVS and Hunts Forum had identified some potential benefits of closer 
working or merger

Taking a step back:

They wanted to ensure a process of due diligence and exploration of 
the drivers, the benefits and the risks for this organisational change

Listening proactively:

They wanted to ensure that the voice of their stakeholders was clearly 
and meaningfully heard through the process



Important strands of the project
Co-design
Encouraging and facilitating on-going review of the work and exploration of 
emerging themes
Start with what you know
Herding existing information into a shared “picture” of the organisations, 
which highlights strengths and gaps
Listening with purpose
Detailed, in depth and curious listening to stakeholders (survey 107, 
interviews 10, focus groups 12) 
Facilitated debate
Repeated and structured discussions using creative methods to debate the 
meaning of the information in the “real world” of each charity. Checking the 
sense and context of what we were hearing and challenging ourselves to   
think “So what?”



When we looked at what we knew…..

Conditions that we found would maximise the charities’ potential:

❖Improving financial resilience (reserves, “worst case” plans)

❖A shared strategic plan that incorporated a vision of the future based on 
an honest appraisal of the past

❖Clear evidence of impact and influence, and communicating this message 
consistently

❖A shared and explicit register of risks and proactive plan to mitigate these

❖Consideration of the skills needed amongst trustees, with recruitment to 
any gaps

❖Maximising the potential income from assets (e.g. buildings)

❖Consideration of geographical equity



What people told us….

What people said they valued about CVS work in Cambridgeshire;

❖Training- quality, content, style

❖Information- relevance, predictable, high quality 

❖Being local and knowing the local community

❖The expertise, motivation and warmth of the staff

❖Holistic, flexible support and advice

❖The profile and reputation of the CVS’s 



What else we heard…

Where people said they wanted improvement from CVS’s in 
Cambridgeshire;

❖Capacity (doing more of the same) 

❖Be equally strong in all places in the county

❖Have an equal offer to all communities in the county

❖Measuring and promoting their impact

❖Being local and accessible

❖Being clear about strategic direction

❖Building strong partnerships and working effectively with others



“The perfect CVS”

❖It would offer knowledgeable and accurate information, advice and 
training

❖It would support information sharing, joint working and collaboration

❖It would have locally accessible spaces and people, with a supportive, 
approachable, flexible and holistic attitude

❖It would be listening to the sector and be knowledgeable about the 
needs of the communities the sector serves

❖It would be impartially promoting the views, values and needs of the 
sector with a view to influencing change



Ambitions… 
❖A single county-wide offer

❖… with the local “feel” and accessibility that people value

❖Have a single, influential voice

❖Maximise the benefit of the range of staff skills 

❖Champion joint working 

❖Economies of scale

❖Better communication- proportionate, specific and predictable

❖Strategic plans that respond to our current world, with a vision of the 
future

❖Evaluate impact and build on good practice



Messages from the project

❖Done properly, due diligence is not a rubber stamp process, it is 
deliberately listening to and addressing the risky, the challenging, the 
worrying or the complex

❖Openly and thoroughly sharing a description of yourself as an 
organisation, not just your “vital statistics”, but also your culture, 
hopes, histories and fears is good ground work for sound partnership 
decisions

❖Busy, stretched organisations can tend to de-prioritise strategic 
planning, especially mitigating risk. 


